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About This Game

Roundabout is a '70s B-Movie game where you drive a constantly revolving limousine! Pick up passengers, find secret
collectibles, take on dangerous missions, and fall in love in an open world puzzle adventure. Roundabout is the debut title from

No Goblin, a studio founded by designers of games like Destroy All Humans!, The Gunstringer, and Rock Band!

In Roundabout, you need to pick up passengers and drive them to their destinations. The catch: your limousine is constantly
spinning in circles! To move around in Roundabout, you need to time your limousine's movement with the constant rotation in

order to curve around obstacles, buildings, and more.

Set in 1977, Roundabout tells the rise to fame story of Georgio Manos, arguably the world's most famous revolving chauffeur.
While driving players around the town of Roundabout, players will learn about the dizzying highs, terrifying lows, and secret

loves of a revolving limousine driver. You'll experience the seventies in the only authentic way possible: with full motion video
set in the interior of a limousine.

Features

Drive a constantly revolving limousine through the crowded streets of Roundabout.

'70s B-Movie Full Motion Video throughout the game adds a new spin to a classic rise to fame story.

Open world puzzle action, featuring dozens of twisty streets, collectible pickups, and purchasable properties.
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Upgrade your limousine with new hats, horns, and paint jobs.

A full suite of challenges to compete against your friends in.

Dedicated eSports speedrun mode. Roundabout is the only official eSport endorsed by a talking skeleton.

Big Head Mode. Also a number of equally fun game modifiers and extras that are not Big Head Mode.
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Title: Roundabout
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
No Goblin
Publisher:
No Goblin
Release Date: 18 Sep, 2014

 a09c17d780 

English,French
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Peronally I'm an avid fan of games that tease your brain and give you that "Aaah" feeling when finally figuring out the puzzle
you're presented with.

Sadly I have to say that Strata disappointed me in that regard. Strata was fun for the first ~5 minutes while I still got to know the
game mechanics and figured out how it works, but then it fell into a state where the levels got bigger and bigger, but I just kept
repeating what I did before, again and again. Strata is very static and does not offer variation whatsoever. It is possible to
complete a level in many different ways, but repeating a level over and over again just to find all possible solutions, from which
many of those barely even differ doesn't sound very appealing to me.

If, on the other hand, your goal is to find a game that simply keeps you busy while progressing through it with time, but doesnt
really present any difficulty, you might find Strata interesting, but for me the things that Strata has to offer were not quite
enough.. From what I've played so far, I can already tell that the game's unique concept will keep me hooked - those looking for
an interesting and ever-so-slightly dark story will not be disappointed.
The combat and navigation systems took no time at all to get used to, and I enjoyed being able to switch between the three main
characters as well as exploring different traits and items depending on the situation at hand. The bosses are particularly fun (and
some deceivingly hard to beat!) and you quite literally never know what is coming round the corner - it very much keeps you in
suspense.
Overall my first impressions have lived up to my expectations for such an interestingly stylised game and I look forward to
exploring further - would highly recommend to everyone looking for an innovative and engaging experience.

. I've waited 30 years for a game like this, so I'm a very critical player when it comes to one of my most beloved franchises, so
bear that in mind for this review.

The Good: You can live out your Captain fantasies, or just pretend to be Zapp Brannigan, as you and your stalwart (and often
inept) crew go gallavanting across the heavens in the USS Aegis or classic USS Enterprise from the Original series. Face off
against Klingons and environmental hazards, rescue people, blow them up, whatever strikes your fancy. When the crew works
together, it's an amazing feeling as each station is integral to completing your mission. Visit historic ST universe locations (the
Delphic Expanse was the setting in the second half of Enterprise) and spot an easter egg: the dreaded Doomsday Machine.
Command, Fly, Shoot, or Repair your way to victory with 4 distinct roles as you seek out a new home for the Vulcans following
the events of 2009's Star Trek.

The Bad: For a next-gen title by a AAA (sometimes) producer, the graphics and audio are fairly disappointing. While not
everyone has powerful rigs to run VR with high detail, the lack there of in this game is more than a little disappointing, as the
Aegis is a fairly undetailed model without any special effects (like bussard glow or warp exhaust glow) and the warp
effects/sound look very repetitve, boring, and don't really inspire the same awe witnessed in the 2009 ST reboot by JJ and
sequels. The main campaign is woefully short, just 5 episodic missions, each only lasting about an hour, and while the game
features a random mission generator, they're hardly random: the only variation is location, number of enemies, number of
environmental hazards, and whether or not a star is about to go nova.
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The Ugly: There's only 4 stations, and only the bridge and ready room are visitable on your ship. A science and comms station
would have been even more immersive, requiring players to translate Klingon or clean up distorted distress calls, or science to
scan planets/debris/etc. for mission plot or to gain an edge in combat. Engineering could have been fleshed out by actually
having the engineer... I dunno, in engineering, maybe having to jump around to various consoles/equipment to keep it repaired.
Finally, there's only 1 enemy type: Klingons, and the occasional pirates. There are generic "anomalies" all over the place,
anywhere from harmless to sensor dampening to "melts your hull." Speaking of hull melting, the Aegis is made of paper, and
has the firepower of a wet noodle flung at medium velocity after being cooked al dente. Transferring power to phasers does
nothing to remedy this, only serving to improve their range. Despite seeing the Enterprise (an older ship, at this point in the
timeline) belt out blistering firepower, the Aegis is limited to firing short bursts from only a single phaser bank, and only two
torpedoes on a very long reload. This leads to some very frustrating engagements, as even 1 Klingon ship can overpower you if
you're not on your best behavior. While lorewise the Federation/Starfleet was never a military faction, their ships did not lack
firepower; in TNG on numerous occasions the crew laughed at the notion of a Klingon ship attacking the Enterprise D.
Additionally, the events in 2009's ST should have made for a more "defensive" Starfleet, as indicated in the sequel where
Section 31 secretly developed the Vengeance. There's also no "ST" like resolution with the Klingons... it's always a firefight or
running away, or sneaking about stealthily (something Gene Roddenberry said the Federation did not do). You can't hail the
Klingons and ask for permission to pass through this neutral space, nor can you hail a damaged freighter and ask if they need
help.

Ultimately, the game is fun, but only for a short time. It's not a game you can easily show your friends, because it depends on
other random players on the internet (unless you have your own dedicated crew) and the limited variety in missions, poor
graphics and audio, and terrible balancing make the inital shine of the game wear off in short order.

I'll leave it to you to decide if it's worth 50 bucks, but in my eyes... get it on sale if you're gonna buy it.. Very good and clean
FPS. Only minus for me is very short single player (4h) and since MP was turn off is all you can play.. had the potential to be
great, the graphics are mediocre the movements a bit slow, and even for the start of the game the battles are simple, that is once
you get past the stupidly confusing battle mechanics, never have i seen anyone make turn based battle so damn complicated with
your symbol\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 not only are they confusing but theyre also incredibly dificult to
perform.. Gulity of having to much fun of a game that cost me a few dollars, its very much a like a tablet runner but i enjoy that
i can use my mouse. The challenge isnt completing level 1-max level, its seeing the least amount of times you can die for me
going from level 1 to max. Worth the buy for a $. Only things i can fault is you can ignore the ninja's and just jump over them
and the there is no sense scaling of difficulty as you go through each level.
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Classic game. worth getting if its on sale. Great game! I had a lot of fun with this game! It's a solid platform shooter, kind of
like Mega Man. Cool graphics. Awesome rockin' soundtrack. Adjustable difficulty. Two different playable characters with their
own unique weapons and abilities. Good controls. I recommend using a controller, but keyboard/mouse works pretty good too.
The game is fairly short, so I recommend buying it on sale, but it's a very fun, well made game overall! I'm honestly surprised
that it doesn't have better than "mostly positive" reviews. I'd put it solidly at "very positive".. 10\/10 <3 Dragon. I can't play.
The settings menu is extremely "minimalist"
Graphics looks good but game lacks content
For now it's a no. Soulsborne on a micro level. Replaying only boss encounters over and over again to improve even the slightest
bit, and dispatch them as quickly as possible. Very tricky at times, but equally rewarding.
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